Keeping up the façade

Installation typically involves both an element of the total cost of a rainscreen façade, therefore quick and efficient assembly is important. The need for the right fasteners is critical to ensure a safe, strong and long-term façade at any level. Working closely with system manufacturers and specifiers, EJOT has developed a comprehensive portfolio of products, gaining broad acceptance from specifier, engineer, buyer and installer.

The EJOT Building and Construction Division has been established over 25 years. The EJOT group ethos ‘The Quality Connection’ is admirably demonstrated in the company’s achievements. Essential to this ethos is the approach and application of EJOT’s products, which has resulted in the company’s success. The EJOT group ethos ‘The Quality Connection’ is admirably demonstrated in the company’s achievements. Essential to this ethos is the approach and application of EJOT’s products, which has resulted in the company’s success.

EJOT is a founding member of Rainscreenworks, a group of independent companies involved in different aspects of rainscreen design and manufacture. EJOT is a member of MCC Alliance (Modern Methods of Construction Alliance); a unique combination of like minded independent companies involved in different aspects of rainscreen design and manufacture. EJOT is a founding member of Rainscreenworks, a group of independent companies involved in different aspects of rainscreen design and manufacture.

Unique facility in the UK

EJOT products always correspond to current technical standards. The competition market and changing demands require fast response to maintain this quality and to meet UK and European standards – before they are even issued.

That’s why EJOT developed an in-house Applitec centre; the most comprehensive fastening facility in the UK. It’s here we undertake testing for all aspects of fastener technology, from simple dimension and 3-dimensional analysis to testing the mechanical, structural and material dynamics of the product and its application.

Our Applitec facility and depth of knowledge, in combination with EJOT’s extensive European resources, give confidence and reassurance to system manufacturers in the selection of EJOT components for their projects at home and abroad. EJOT is a founding member of Rainscreenworks, a group of independent companies involved in different aspects of rainscreen design and manufacture.

Customer-friendly service

We make a point of building trusting and friendly relationships with our customers. Our advisers are always ready to help our customers at any time, nationally and internationally.

Performance proven fastening system

Bring your concepts together beautifully

Global availability

EJOT’s UK manufacturing and distribution business includes EJOT’s European sales and service, further backed up as a worldwide project support team needing to deliver products and service to customers at any time, nationally and internationally.

Performance and longevity

As well as construction fastenings for a modern age, EJOT’s reputation for performance and value has positioned EJOT as the company of choice for supply partnerships in fastening technology, across a whole spectrum of engineering possibilities. All issues of performance and longevity are secure and proven.

All applications secured

EJOT’s range of rainscreen and insulation anchor systems are widely acknowledged as the best available and market leaders.

The engineered concept

EJOT provides a package of products for the four specific applications of rainscreen installation.

EJOT’s range is second to none. With many years experience and development, EJOT understands the requirements and quality of installations. The totality of the range also bridges the void; EJOT’s Rainscreen fasteners cover all the solutions for all the applications and surface applications in rainscreen installations.
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